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We give a general Tauberian gap theorem for a class of Fourier kernels which 
includes that of the Hankel transform F(x)=J,” fi J,(xu) f(u) du, Y > -f. 
Further, we discuss applications to Fourier gap series and the differentiability of 
g(x) = z:,“=, (sin z&x)/nnJ‘, 1 (p 4 3, a series supposedly due to Riemann, studied 
by G. H. Hardy in 1916. G 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the Fourier gap series 
c(x) +s(x) := f ( akcos~kx+bksin;I,x),x-tx,, 
k=O 
O=R,<1, -CR,< ... <A,-+ 03, 1 k+, - &3 r&L,(&), 0 < P G 1, 
rO > 0, L, slowly varying, 
and will show that most of the results concerning nondifferentiability of 
certain series are special cases of a general Tauberian gap remainder 
theorem. One such case is: 
Suppose C,“=, (lakl + lb,,\) < co and L,, L, are slowly varying functions. 
Then the conditions 
c(O) - 4x) 
s(x) 1 =O(xmL,(l/x)) [resp. o(...)] as x+0+, m>O, 
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imply that 
= O((zPL,(u))-” L,(u)) [resp. 0( ... )] as 24 -+ co. 
We will show that differentiability depends strongly on the asymptotic 
behavior of the tail sums 
k: ( 
ak cos Ak x + bk sin &x). 
n 
The particular case jI = 1, L2 = 1, i.e., the case of Hadamard gaps, was com- 
pletely treated by Freud [4, 53, Hsieh T’ing-Fan [lo], Belov [l] and the 
author [12]. It was indeed Professor Freud who in 1962 was the first to 
return to this old problem. 
Smaller gaps are much more delicate to handle and often demand deep 
results from number theory. However, we can show that the series 
is nowhere differentiable. The best known example of this type is the so- 
called Riemann function 
g,(x)= 5 =-$, l</A<3. 
n=l 
Hardy [IS] established the nondifferentiability of g,(x) for all irrational 
values of x (and some rational) and p < 5/2. Interest in this problem has 
been revived by contributions of Gerver [6,7], Queffelec [ 183, Smith 
[20], Neuenschwander [ 141, Segal [ 191, Mohr [ 131, and Itatsu [ 1 l] as 
well as Butzer and Stark [2]. The basic result of these contributions is that 
g, has no finite derivative at any point other than those of the form x = 
(2A + 1)/(28 + 1 ), where it has derivative - l/2. 
In the second part of this paper we will deduce the following: 
THEOREM 2. The function g,,(x) has a finite derivative at x = r/s, 
(r,s)=l, Odxdl, 3/2<p<3, if and only if rsrl (mod2). g,(x) is 
nowhere differentiable if 1 < ,u < 312. 
More precisely, g,(x) cannot satisfy the condition 
g,(~+h)-gq(~)=o(jhlCW-‘“‘) as h-*0 
for any rational x = r/s, (r, s) = 1, rs f 1 (mod 2). 
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2. GENERAL TAUBERIAN THEOREM 
Let us formulate the general gap theorem needed in a convenient form 
and now list the assumptions to be used. All functions are assumed to be 
real and measurable. We consider the transform 
F(x) = [ix k(xu) f(u) du. (2.1) 
Assumptions on the functionf: 
There are constants CI~ > c1 z 0 such that: 
(a) O(u) 6 L’(O, I), 
(b) t-e BVCl, a), 
(c) f(u) + 0 as u + co, 
(d)f(u)=o(u-I-“), O<u<l. (2.2) 
(b) together with (c) can be replaced by: 
(6*) f~L’[l, co) and j? k(xu)f(u) du converges for O<x<a, 
(c*) fbounded in [l, co). 
Assumptions on the kernel k: 
(C,) k(u) and k,(u) := j;; k(x) dx are bounded in 0 <U < co, 
(C,) k(u)=O(u’) as u-+0+, or>0 or, in the case a=O, k(u)= 
k(O)+O(u”‘) as u-+0+, k(O)#O, cx’>O, and k2(u):=j;tk,(x) x. ‘dx is 
bounded in 0 < u < co. 
k”(s) denotes the Mellin transform of k(u): 
k”‘(s) = loa u’- ‘k(u) du, 
the integral being assumed to converge absolutely or conditionally. We 
need a further assumption: 
(C,) k”(s) k”(l -s)= 1, O<Res< 1. 
Then, k satisfying (C,), (C,), (C,) is a symmetric Fourier kernel and 
(2.1) defines a unitary transformation on L’(O, co). The following condition 
(C,) is satisfied by a large number of Fourier kernels, including that of the 
Hankel transform for which k(u) = ,,,h J,(u), v 3 --l/2. 
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(C,) k”(s) is meromorphic and has no zeros in -CI, < Re s < 1 + a, 
tl, > tl, and there holds uniformly in the strip as IIm S( -+ cc 
l/F(s)= O((1 + IS()-Re3+‘q. 
We now introduce two classes of auxiliary functions: F(x) will be 
dominated by x’+ ’ L( l/x) w(x) (x -+ 0+ ), where w is positive and non- 
decreasing such that 
W(XY) d woybw(x), w,>o, x>o, y>, 1, b>,O, 
and L slowly varying in the sense of Karamata, i.e., L positive, measurable, 
locally bounded and 
L(k4)/L(u) + 1 as u + 00 for every I > 0. 
The most important case is w(x) = xb, L(u) = [log alp, p E [w. 
We now come to our general Tauberian gap remainder theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Zf 
(i) f and k satisfy the assumptions (2.2) and (C,), (C,), (C,), (C,), 
respectively, 
(ii) for all u 3 u0 there is an interval Z(u) with 
u E I(u) and \Z(u)l/(upL2(u)) 2 r0 > 0, 0 < fl6 1, 
such that f (u) fullfils the following Tauberian condition in I(u): 
sup If(C)-f(u)1 <u-mb+b(‘-fl)LI(v) L,+b(u) w(l/v), 
a,uc I(u),l5- 01 $rguk2(u) 
whereO<m (Odmfor a>O) andO<m+b<a,+l, 
(iii) L, and L, are slowly varying, u B-‘L2(u) is nonincreasing and L, 
satisfies the inequality 
L(ud)IL,(u) G K,o> O< l/d,,(d,(d,, u>uo, 
for each finite do. 
Then under the further hypothesis 
F(x) = k(xu)f(u) du = 0(x “-‘L,(l/x) w(x)) as x+0+, 
it follows that 
f(u) = O(U-m~+b(l-fl)L*(U) L;“-b(U) W(l/U)) as u + co. 
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Remark. The “0” result can be replaced by the corresponding “0” 
result. 
The proof is to be found in [ 12, pp. 70-721. However, we give an out- 
line. First transform the integral (2.1) into the convolution form: 
x -+ e( -2Xx), 24 + e(2ny), e(x) = exp(x), d(x) = e(2zx) f(e(2xx)), K(x) = 
2nk(e( -2nx)), $(x) = F(e( -2nx)), rl/(x) = (Kx d)(x) := ITa K(x - y) b(y) 
dy. Then define a suitable function Q via Q x $(x) = (Q x K) x 4(x) for all 
real x, and derive the important relation 
If(42nx))l 6 4 sup (fWdx- Y))) E(y) -f(O+ - u))) E(u)) 
O<U-.U<Z/R 
+6e( -2nx)lQ x $(x)1 =: T, + T,, 
say, where E(y) = e( - &?’ . y*), 5 > 0. Next one estimates the first term T, 
on the right side with the aid of the Tauberian condition 
sup If(@.F)) -f(@w))l 
f.vt I(P(Zn.x)),l.C- vi < rze(2n(@ ~ 1 JJ)L2(e(*nv)) 
= O(4 -27$~y) 42Ml - B)y) -&“ph(e(2ny)j L,(42wny)) w(e(-2wny))), 
where IZ(e(2zx))l 3 re(2@ - 1) x) L,(e(2zx)), r > 0, x 3 x0. If 2/L? < 
min(r,, 6/8) e(2@- 1) x) L,(e(2rcx)), and < is small enough, we get for 
some r, < 1 
T, 6K, sup lf(eGVx - u))) 4 - tQ*u*P)l 
br(*n(p ~ I ).r)Lz(F(*nr)) < 8lul c 4d 
+ r,lf(e(2xx))l + K,e( -&J2d2/16) 
+ R-,e(-27$mx)e(27fh(l -b)x) 
x L,“ph(e(2nx)) L,(e(Znx)) w(e( -2nx)), 
when x E X, where X denotes the set of all x 3 x0 whose distance from both 
ends of I is greater than (d/4) e(2rc(/3 - 1) x) L,(e(2zx)), 6 = h(r). For the 
second term T2 we find 
T2<~,Qm+he(-27unx)Ll(e(27rx)) w(e(-2nx)) as x+co. 
Therefore, 
If(42nx))l d & sup If(eGMx - u))) 4 - 5Q’u’P)l 
6e(2nx(P ~ I))L2(e(Znx)) < 8lul < 4d 
+ K4Qmfb e( - 27cmx) L,(e(27cx)) w(e( - 27~~)). 
Choosing 52 = SZ,e(2n( 1 - B) x)/L,(e(2rrx)) and 52, sufficiently large, the 
conclusion of Theorem 1 follows by iteration. 
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3. FOURIER GAP SERIES 
We now formulate some corollaries to Theorem 1. Given 
g(x) = 5 (a, cos 2.,x + 6, sin 1,~) =: c(x) + s(x), 
k=O 
(3.1) 
where (A,> increases (A, = 0) and & + I - & >, r&(&) 15, r. > 0, k > k,, 
o<p<1. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose ~~zo ( /cxk 1+ lb,) ) < co, and L,, w are giuen as 
in Theorem 1. Then the conditions 
40) - c(x) 
I =O(xmLI(l/x)w(x)) [resp. o(...)] as x+0+, i 
m>O 
s(x) 
m,O 
imply that 
=O(%,““+b”-p)L,(%n)lzm-b(%,) w(l/%,)) 
[resp. o( . . . )] as n + co. 
Proof Putf(u)=~,“=oak, u=o,f(u)=~,“=n{~~), %,-l<u6%n, n=l, 
2, 3,... Then c(x), s(x) of (3.1) can be written as 
c(x) = - lo: cos(xu) df(u) = c(O) - x JO= sin(xu)f(u) du, 
s(x) = - Iox sin(xu) df((u) =x Iox cos(xu)f(u) du. 
Note that m J_ 1,2(~) = cos u and a J,,,(U) = sin u are Fourier 
kernels and satisfy the conditions (C,),..., (C,). Thus we can apply 
Theorem 1 directly. 
Differentiability in the case p = 1, L,(U) = 1, i.e., for Hadamard gaps, was 
completely treated by Freud [4, 51, Hsieh T’ing-Fan [lo], Belov [I], and 
in [12]. This result is contained in: 
COROLLARY 2. (a) Zfg(x) of (3.1) is d$f erentiable in at least one point, 
then 
Anan -+ 0, A,b, -+ 0 as n + cc 
1 (a’ + bz)‘j2 + 0 as n + co, n n 
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then g(x) is smooth and differentiable in each interval at an infinite set of 
points. g(x) is differentiable at those and only at those points x where the 
series obtained by formal differentiation is convergent and the derivative of g 
coincides with this sum. 
Remark. Part (a) follows directly from Corollary 1; part (b) must be 
obtained independently. 
Setting h=O, L,(u)=L,(u)= 1, w(x) = 1, our Corollary 1 contains 
another well known precise result given by Hsieh T’ing-Fan [lo]: 
COROLLARY 3. Zf g(x) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order m, m > 0, 
at x0, then it follows that 
a,,, 6, = O(A,“fi) as n -+ 00. 
Zf g(x) is differentiable at x,,, then 
a,, b,, = o(A,;p) as n + a. 
Remark. Hardy [9] and Hsieh T’ing-Fan [lo] establish slightly more: 
E.g., the series C,“= I (sin nn2x)/nn is divergent for certain irrational x and 
nowhere differentiable. 
EXAMPLE. The function 
a sin(e(n’) x + d,) 
g(x)= c e(n’) nP’- ’ 
(O<Vdl,~dV,4,E~) 
II = I 
is nowhere differentiable. 
Here m = p = 1 and L,(u) =log”~ 1)‘V~, w(x) = 1. We may assume 
without loss of generality that g’(x,)=O. It follows that 
n’ -P/e(nl’) = o(n’ -- “/e(nV)) as n + 03. 
This contradiction establishes the result. 
Note that Prohorenko [ 171 showed the nondifferentiability of this g(x) 
for almost all real x where v >/ l/2, p d 3/2. 
4. FURTHER APPLICATIONS 
Next, we study the special sequence {&}, I, = k’ log” k, k 3 k,, v > 1, 
p E R. Then, 
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Put L,(U) =logp’” U, b =O, w(x) = 1, p= 1 - l/v, m>O. In this regard we 
obtain: 
COROLLARY 4. Under the hypothesis 
g(x)-g(x,)=~(Ix-x,lm~l(lllx-x,l)) Crew o(...)l 
as x -+ x0 it follows that 
=O(n(‘~Y)mL,(n)log~P”n) [resp.o(...)]asn-+cc 
Proof. By Corollary 1 one has 
EXAMPLE. The function 
x sin(rcxn’ log” n + 4,) 
g(x) = c 
n=2 
nnY I log” n 
for v > 2 or p > 1 if v = 2 is continuous but nowhere differentiable. So series 
having all relevant types of gaps are covered by the various corollaries of 
the general theorem. 
5. RIEMANN'S FUNCTION 
We now focus our attention to the special gap series 
g,(x)= f *, l<p<3. 
n=I 
(5.1) 
A recent informative report by Butzer and Stark [2] sheds new light on 
the fascinating history of this function. As is mentioned in the articles of 
Neuenschwander [14] and Segal [19], it was Hardy [S] who took up this 
example of a “nondifferentiable” function and proved that g, has no finite 
derivative at any point x, where x is either irrational or rational of the form 
2,4/(4B + 1) or (2A + 1)/(2B), and more generally that gU is nondifferen- 
tiable at any irrational value of x if ,U < 512. 
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Hardy’s proof depends substantially on results by himself and Littlewood 
in a paper on Diophantine Approximation published in 1914 [9]. They 
present a detailed investigation of special elliptic B-functions and of the 
corresponding trigonometrical series. We recall a fundamental property of 
Gaussian sums [9, p. 1951, namely 
&Jr/s) = c einkZrJs = ( * 1 f i) fi, (A, B integers) 
k mod 2s 
= k24, r/s = 2A/(4B + 1) 
= +2ivl;, r/s = 2A/(4B + 3) 
(5.2) 
= 0, 
r 2A+1 -=- 
s 2B+1’ 
This property is the key to the differentiability of gP. 
Gerver [6, 71 in two lengthy papers, Queffelec [ 181 in his thesis, and 
Smith [20] in a short and elegant manner show that g, has no finite 
derivative at any rational point other than those of the form x = (2A + l)/ 
(2B + l), A, B integers. Later, Mohr [ 131 and Itatsu [ 1 l] published other 
nice proofs of this result. 
Unfortunately, Smith’s article contains some mistakes, and one of them 
seems to be rather serious. Indeed, the integral obtained by a transfor- 
mation in the proof of Lemma 2 [20] diverges, and on p. 466 the relation 
(10) is to be replaced by 
.f(x + h2) =f(x) - 2”2[S(X)TC(X)]h/.S + O(h3s3’2). 
Therefore, the paragraph “Derivates at other points” (i.e., the irrational 
points) seems to be erroneous since 
(x, - x)li2(4q,, + 1) + co as n + co. 
More precisely, his h. s does not tend to zero and so neither do the remain- 
der terms at irrational values of x which are poorly approximated by 
rational x,. 
We cannot handle the case where x is irrational by our methods either, 
because Corollary 4 applies only to rational points without further 
explanations. Thus, one must go back to Hardy’s original proof, which 
utilizes elliptic o-function theory. No other proof seems to be known up to 
this day. In this context Segal’s remark (cf. 119, p. 813): “In any case, no 
proof utilizing elliptic functions (or even indicating their relevance) is 
known” is somewhat surprising. We have a further 
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COROLLARY 5. Let x0 = r/s, s > 0, (r, s) = 1, 1 < p d 2. rf g,(x) of (5.1) 
is differentiable at the point r/s, then 
2s 
S,,(r/s) = c e( izk2r/s) = 0. 
k=l 
Proof. Assume that CF=, e(izk*r/s) = a + ib # 0, and g’(xo) exists. By 
Corollary 4 we conclude 
f e(ink2r/s)lku = o( I/n) as n -+ IX 
k=n 
But the tail sum has the asymptotic behavior 
k=2$3+ 1e(izk2r/s)/kp = F f e(ixt2r/s)/(2ks+ t)” 
r=l k=M 
= c2(a + ib)/(2Ms + 1 )“- ’ + 0( 1/(2Ms + 1)“) as M -+ cc, c2 > 0. 
This leads to a contradiction. Thus Tauberian theorems yield necessary 
conditions for differentiability. 
In the same way we can generalize the Tauberian implication of a 
theorem due to Queffelec [ 18). We consider a real function P, where P is 
positive, nondecreasing and 
P(u)-c,u’ if u 2 uo, v> 1, 
for which further there exists a positive integer t with 
P(n + t) x0 = P(n) x,(mod 2), n>n,. 
Indeed, if the series 
5 sin(nP(n) x) 
gP,K(x) := c KG1 
n=1 nP(n)K ’ 
is differentiable at x0, then 
g e(i7cP(n) x0) = 0. (5.3) 
n=l 
The Abelian assertion, namely that (5.3) is also sufficient for the differen- 
tiability of g,,, at the point x0, was announced by Gerver [7] and Quef- 
felec [lS]. The relevance of (generalized) Gaussian sums in all proofs, 
whether of Tauberian or Abelian type, is quite evident. 
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6. RIEMANN'S FUNCTION, CONTINUED 
In this paragraph we want to study the degree of differentiability of the 
example 
g(x)= f *, 1 <p<<, 
n=l 
By generalizing the method of Smith [20] we will show that 
has no finite derivative at any rational x0 = r/s. Therefore, 
g3,2(x) = f y2 
!I = I 
is nowhere differentiable by taking into account Hardy’s result for the 
irrational x0. We will use the Smith technique because we are unable to 
prove or disprove the following assertions: 
Define 
Then the (non)differentiability of f, at the point x implies 
(non)existence off;,(x), p, > p (pI < p). 
Several lemmas will be needed. For the first see Oberhettinger 
p. 23, 136 J. 
LEMMA 1. For -1<~~<3,~#1 onehas 
the 
Cl59 
5 = sin 71x2 ~ cos(27cxy) dx 0 XV 
s 
a sin 7cx2 
~ sin( 2nxy) dx 
0 XP 
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LEMMA 2. Fur (y/ + co one has 
I 
00 sin nx2 
- cos(2xxy) dx 
0 X” 
I 00 sin 7rx2 - sin( 2rcxy) dx 0 XP 
Proof. For fixed values a, c and as (21 -+ co (see [16, p. 2561) 
IF,(a;c;z)= &e(&ina)z-“(1 fa(c-a- 1)/z+O(l/lz12)) 
T(c) 
+ r(a) 
-e(z.)zU-‘(1 +(l -a)(c-a)/z+O(l/\zi’)), 
where the sign is taken as positive or negative according as Im z > 0 or 
Im z < 0, - rt < arg z < rc. The conclusion of Lemma 2 follows by the aid of 
Lemma 1. 
An elementary but tedious proof can also be given by the method of the 
stationary phase as in Olver [16, p. 96-1041. Indeed, without loss of 
generality we may assume 0 < PC 1. Then consider the integrals 
m e(i7c(u2 f 22.4~)) 
b=j Up du as y-+ co 
0 
Substituting t = (u/y)’ -P, xy2 = x, l/( 1 - p) = CL, yields 
I, = ay”” SC0 e(ixp(t)) dt, p(t) := f2’ + 2tm. 
0 
To evaluate I+ we apply Theorem 13.1 [ 163 twice and obtain two terms of 
the asymptotic expansion (as y + co) in the form 
I, =e(irc(l -p)/2)r(l -p)(27cy)‘-’ (1+(2-p)(l -p)/(4i7ryZ)+ ‘..). 
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It is more complicated to estimate I- since p’(t) vanishes at f = 0 and t = 1. 
We split I- into three integrals and find 
LEMMA 3. Define 
d1= 
sin 71x 
~“!‘X#OO’ 
l-cosnx 
42= 44P(i2 ’ x#O, fpJO)=O, 1 <p<3. 
Then the Fourier transform h of 4,(x2) + i$2(x2) has the expansion for 
IYI + atti,(X) '=#jtx2X .i= 1,2) 
’ 2 
h(y)=$;(y)+i$~(y):=~~ww e(rGx),L1 e(-2nixy)dx 
=4-inty2-11/4))+p-2r 3-p -- 
i7c1ylP 2 ( 1 2 
71’” 3)‘2e( in( 1 - ~)/4). 
ProoJ Using Lemma 2, 
5 x - x ‘li;iL l(cos(2nxy) - i sin(2nxy)) dx 
2 
i 
J; cos(7cx2) - 1 =- 
in 0 XP 
cos( 2nxy) dx 
+2 s 
z sin .x2 
- cos(27rxy) dx. 
no xp 
Integrating the first term on the right by parts gives for y # 0 
s 
cc os(nx2) - 1 
Xf’ 
cos( 2nxy) dx 
0 
___ sin( 2nxy) dx 
+~(yl~~cos(~(y2-l/4))+O(y~2+JyJ~~6)as JyJ +co. 
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The result for p = 2 remains valid without the second term and can be 
obtained in an elementary way. 
Now we shall make use of Lemma 1 in [20] to obtain an estimate of 
Qi(a) := 2 htii(hk+ha) as h --+ O+, i= 1, 2. (6.1) 
k= .-m 
It will depend on the Poisson summation formula. Here we need 
(see [20]): 
LEMMA 4. If $EC(IR), y5(x)=O(jxJpS) as 1x/+00, p>l, and 
I$A(y)Jlylp<K, fl>l, itfollows that Q(a)=$*(O)+O(h@) as h-O+ for 
any real a. 
LEMMA 5. There hold the estimates 
f (hll/,(hk+ha)+ih$,(hk+ha)) 
k= -cc 
(hk+ha#O) 
O” cos 2zka 
=h(O)+c,(a)h”‘+fhj’ 1 sky 
k=l 
e(i7r(i-(X)‘)) 
+O(h2+h4-‘) (1 < p < 3, cJa) E R; h -+ 0 + ). 
Proof In the case 1 <cc < 2 Lemma 4 is directly applicable, in the case 
2 < p < 3 only to the function t,G2. 
To estimate Cr= --a; ht,bl(hk + ha) we introduce the function 
H(x) := (x(~-~/(I +x2) h aving the same asymptotic behavior as $, in the 
neighborhood of the origin. We find (see [ 15, p. 51) 
Integrating by parts we obtain 
12=t((4-p)So’x3-~~dx+2j-;xs--p;jn+2;;;dx) 
1 
=47c2y2 -(4-p)(3-p)/0ax2-pc;s;$ydx+O(y-2)) 
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These estimates yield 
Z=Z,(1+(4--j.f)(3--~)/(47~~y~)+U(y-~)) as IyJ -+ co. 
Now we can apply Lemma 4 to $I - H, but we must first find the 
asymptotic expansion of Ckm_ --to hH(hk + hcc), 0 < LX < 1. For this purpose 
we proceed as in [3, pp. 153-1633. Choose a contour CN,B symmetric about 
the real axis, consisting of a segment of the line Re t = N+ l/2 + c( and two 
curves Ci, and C;,,. The curve C,$ e is a part of a curve C,+ , going from 
the point ‘t = 8 to infinity in the upper half-plane, and meeting each line 
Re t = A, A > 0, exactly once. The curve C,,, is symmetric to C,+,, in the 
real axis. 
Consider now the integral 
IN.B=+.$~~~ t2-“co;f~;a)dt, o<e<a. 
Passing to the limit as N+ co, we obtain 
I,= f (a+k)2--/(z2+(k+a)2)= j; t2+‘/(t2+z2)dt 
k=O 
+I t2-“/[(z’ + t*)(e( -2ni(t - a)) - l)] dt c; 
+I 
tZeu/[(z2 + t2)(e(2ni( t - a)) - l)] dt 
G 
= 
5 
om t2 - “,‘(z’ + t2) dt + dO(8)/z2 - d, (Q/z” + - . (6.2) 
where 
if we expand the sum of the last two integrals in (6.2) in an asymptotic 
series in powers of l/z2 and integrate term by term. We take 8 =0 and 
evaluate the principal term. Thus, 
z hH(hk+h)=n/cos 
k= -cc 
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and similarly 
f hN(hk)= 24 
k=l 
( )/Cos(~7r)+c5(0)h?~Y+O(hiY)as/z-+O+, 
This will finally lead to the proof of our second main theorem: 
Proof of Theorem 2. For p = 1 and p = 2 the result is given by Hsieh 
T’ing-Fan [lo] and Smith [20]. In the other cases we proceed as in [20]. 
Indeed, 
(g(x+h*)+g(x-h2))/2= f =$cosnn2h2 
n=, 7-m 
sin(nn*x) $,(nh). 
r7= -cc 
Writing n=2ks+t, O<t<2s-1, then sin( z(2kS + t)’ T/S) = sin( nt2r/s), 
and by Lemma 5 
(g(x + h2) + g(x - h2))/2 
- 2&h)” f cos@$*‘s) 
k=l 
+ O((sh)2 + (sh)4-p)}. 
Similarly, as h --t O+, 
Mxfh’)- Ax--‘))/2 
= ntl “““,~~” sin nn2h2 
AU-1 2s--1 
=4s ,To cos(zt2r/s) f 2sh$,(2skh+ th) 
k= -cc 
2ks + I f 0 
=G ;;; cos(nt2r/s)- {t&(O) + c4(t)(2hs)3pp 
+ 0( (sh)* + (sh)4- p)}. 
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But C:s-;l e(int2r/s) = 0 if and only if TS = 1 (mod 2), (cf. (5.1)). Thus, for 
312 < /I < 3, 
;jyo (g(x + h2) + g(x- h2) - 2g(x))/h’ = 0, 
and the symmetric derivative lim,z _ ,,( g(x + A’) - g(x - h2))/h2 exists if and 
only if x = (2A + 1)/(2B + l), A, B integers. 
To treat the case 3/2 > ,u > 1, rs = 1 (mod 2), consider 
2s- 1 
m cos(nkt/s) . 
x(h) := 1 cos(7ct2r/s) 1 
r=o k=l k{’ sln(n(($)‘-a)) 
k=l 
2.r- I 
dk := 1 cos nt2L cos rckt. 
/=O s s 
It is easy to verify that 
2s 
dk = 0 for k even, & = 4x+k, - ,c, d/c = 2s. 
We put (2~h)-~ = U. Then C,“=, (dk/k”) sin(rr(k2u- 4)) converges 
absolutely and uniformly as N + co to the continuous, nonconstant, 2- 
periodic function f(u). Thus, using the uniqueness theorem for Fourier 
series, lim, -t ,~ j(u) does not exist, and therefore the same holds for the 
symmetric derivative at x = r/s. For the other points see Corollary 5. 
Similar arguments hold for the almost periodic function 
,i, (d,/kp) sin(n(A,u- j*,)) 
which occurs in the following section. 
7. THE CASE OF MORE GENERAL GAPS 
Finally, we want to give some hints on how to handle the case 
r/i sin 7cn”x 
g(x)= c -> ns, 7m-‘/2 
V>2,VEN. 
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To carry over the method of Hardy (and Littlewood) [8,9] and to show 
that g(x) has no finite derivative for any irrational x seems to be very dif- 
ficult. To the best of our knowledge no further results are known. 
However, the nondifferentiability at rational values of x can be settled as 
in Section 6. Indeed. to evaluate 
(dx + h’) + g(x - h”) - k(x))lh”, 
we must study the asymptotic behavior of 
s 
cc c0s(7&) - 1 
cos(27~xy) dx as y -+ co. 
0 71X 
Y- 112 
This leads after integrating by parts to the integral 
5 a sin 7cx” - sin(2nxy) dx. 0 llX112 
If we apply the saddlepoint method to H(y) := Jo x?e( -xv) e(xy) dx as in 
[3, p. 1411, we find the crucial asymptotic estimate 
I cc cos(7cx”) - 1 v-112 cos(2my) dx-c,y-3’2 sin(nc,(y”‘“-‘I-- cs)) as y + co. 0 XX 
To complete the argument one proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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